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“Sleeping Beauty” 

Greek :   Zeus/ Leto: Apollo (Sun) / Artemis (Moon) 
    Zeus / Talia / Hera 
    Tantalus / Pelops 
    Kronos / Zeus 

  
Percefôret  Lucina; Juno, Themis, Venus (1528) 
  
Basile   Il Pentamerone (1634-36): “Sun, Moon, Talia” 
  
Perrault   Histoires ou contes du temps passé (1697): 

    “Sleeping Beauty” 
  
Grimms   Kinder und Hausmärchen (1812-15): 

    “Dornröschen” (“Briar Rose”) 



“Briar Rose”	

•  Childless King and Queen; frog in bath 
•  Birth of Daughter and feast for Wise Women 
•  12 golden plates, Curse of 13th Woman 
•  Spindle at 15 yrs old, 100 year sleep 
•  When King and Queen are away Briar Rose ascends 

tower staircase to door with rusty key 
•  Old woman weaving with spindle 
•  100 year sleep broken by prince coming through 

thorny rose hedge and awakening with kiss 



Commentary 
•  Sophia, Shekina, Psyche associations 

•  Feminine in Fairy Tales both anima and real woman 

•  French 14th c. novel Percefôret links with Grail Themis, 
Juno, Venus come after Zelladine gives  birth, and 
cursed with flax stuck in fingernail 

•  Aeschylus Aetnae: Talia, hidden by Zeus, gives birth to 
two boys, the Palikes 

•  Basile: Talia prick of flax from old spinstress, hidden in 
tower in the woods, King loves her while sleeping, 
twins born (Sun and Moon), suck flax seed out; King’s 
wife orders cook to serve them to father (goat 
substitute); fire and divestiture of Talia and rescue 

•  Demeter and Persephone amplification 
 
 



Commentary 

•  Russian, French, Catalonian variants 
•  Prince sleeps her, without awakening 
•  Birth of two children who need to find father 
•  Perrault: Prince doesn’t tell anyone he is married 

with children (Aurora and Day) until father dies 
•  Brings wife and children home, Mother (an Ogress) 

orders cook to serve them to their father (substitutes 
goat, lamb, deer) 

•  Ogress mother finds out and prepares copper kettle 
full of serpents, adders, but son finds out and pushes 
her in 



Commentary 

•  Miraculous birth and Frog symbolism (springtime 
croaking of unborn children; witch and devil 
connection; Aristophanes Frogs?) 

•  13th Fairy: repression of dark mother, feminine 
principle of severity, revengefulness of nature 
(Nemesis, Justice) 

•  Curse: Hypnos and Thanatos in Greek Myth 
•  Neurosis at puberty, anima problem in Aniela Jaffe’s 

analysis to Hoffmann’s “Golden Top” 
•  Spindle: fertility, sexuality, weaving, womb (see 

Carol Bauman on dreams of pregnant women) 



Commentary 

•  Negative weaving (plots, intrigues, witch’s web) 
•  Spindle phallic, axis mundi in Plato’s Timaeus 
•  Rose Hedge: bipolarity of love 
•  Exaggerated touchiness, tyrannical domination 

complex, aggressive defense against all suitors 
•  Conclusion: “Briar Rose” about the negative mother 

complex for woman, associated anima problems for 
men 























































Vega	in	Lyra	





“Snow White and Rose Red” 
•  Widow & 2 Daughters (3): Terre célèste 
•  Bear at the door: stays all winter, leaves in the spring 

to protect treasures from the dwarves 
•  Tears patch of fur on way out: glimpse of gold 
•  Girls to tree with dwarf caught: bag of gold 
•  Girls to lake, dwarf caught fishing: pearls 
•  Girls to town, dwarf caught by eagle: gemstones 
•  Bear kills dwarf and resumes human form 
•  Sisters marry: Mother and Two Couples (5) 





Analysis 

•  Misplaced pity for neurotic, suicidal, alcoholic, 
homicidal lovers / husbands 

•  Integration of the animus: irritable, irascible, 
demanding; dwarf to bear 

•  Redemption of the repressed masculine 
(Robert Bly) and deeper, pagan archetypes of 
dwarf and bear beneath the complex 

•  Marriage Quaternity and Wholeness (Jung, 
Psychology of the Transference) 



Amplification 

•  Bear Mythologies: Artemis of Brauron, bear cub 
societies of the mother goddess; Wotan’s Berserkers 
(Bear Shirts, Ghost Bears in battle) 

•  Dwarf Mythologies (Craftsmen, Mines, Mime in the 
Ring, Kabiri: smiths on Crete); Blessed girls given 
cap of invisibility by dwarf 

•  Tree Spirits (Ariel) 
•  Fishing (Christ, Orpheus, Fisher King) 
•  Eagle and Celestial Ascent 













Joseph Campbell :“Just to the west of Lourdes, in the Pyrenees, is a little place 
called St-Pé-d’Ardet, where we have this monument. Now the date is the 
Roman Period, first century A.D. And what it says is “Lexeia Odanni filia. 
Artehe vslm,” “Lexeia the daughter of Odan, thus aquires merit through her 
dedicated vows to Artehe.” He was originally a Celtic God. And the name 
“Artehe” (Artus, Arthur), is related to Artemis, Arcturus; now all of these are 
related to the deity, the bear. And the bear is the oldest worshipped deity in the 
world. We have bear shrines going back to Neanderthal times in just this part of 
the world from perhaps 1000 B.C. So this is a bear god; the valley, and the river 
here, running by where Lourdes is, is called The River of the Bear (the Ourse). 
This is the God Arthur. I think I can make a very good point here that Lake 
Geneva is therefore the source of the whole idea associated with King Arthur’s 
departure on a boat after his death to the Isle of the Golden Apples, the Isle of 
Avalon. The word Avalon is the Celtic word for apple. Musès makes a very 
good point: these traditions which in our literature are associated with Britain, 
in the pre-literate period are associated with the Celtic sense of the La Tène 
culture in the middle of France.”	















“The Handless Maiden” 
•  Impoverished Miller meets Devil in the woods and 

promises what is behind his house (daughter) 
•  Devil comes 3 years later 3 times: washes and stands 

in circle of chalk; weeps on her hands; cries after 
father cuts her hands off: Devil loses power 

•  Goes into woods and comes to palace garden, 
crosses water to eat a pear at night with help of the 
angel; King sees this, marries her, makes silver 
hands 

•  King goes to war, son born, Devil exchanges letters 
ordering old mother to kill, cut out eyes and tongue 
(but she substitutes those of a calf) 



“The Handless Maiden” 
•  Old mother advises her to go into the woods to 

escape the apparently evil king 
•  Comes to cottage, taken care of by angel 7 years, 

during which her hands grow back 
•  King returns home and sets forth in search of her 
•  7 years comes to cottage, lies down with napkin over 

his head, before recognition scene, when angel 
shows him the silver hands 

•  Return to castle to live happily married ever after 
•  Three intertwined heroine journey cycles 



Commentary 
•  Miller as Trickster Mercurius figure cut off from Eros 

and anima 
•  Industrial technology selling its soul to the devil 
•  Girl’s negative father complex, cut off from Eros 

pursues intellectual, power oriented activities 
•  Apples masculine, Pears feminine; good and evil 
•  Retreat to deep forest of introversion healing 
•  Religious problem within the psyche requiring divine 

intervention for healing 
•  Russian version: woman with no arms drops son into 

well and ordered by God to reach down, and arms 
restored 



“The Woman Who Became a Spider” 

•  Eskimo couple who need a son-in-law for daughter 
who hates men 

•  She wanders into field and brings talking head home 
for a husband 

•  Father blinds it and it rolls off leaving a bloody trail 
that the daughter follows 

•  Comes to the sea uses magic lemming to open a way 
to house on bottom (old couple & son) 

•  Rejected and depressed runs three time clockwise 
around the house, follows path to heaven 



“The Woman Who Became a Spider” 
•  Finds lid with hole and swings to lakeshore, sits 

down to die 
•  Bronze man in kayak comes and strips her down 

holding one arm up the other down, sings song three 
times till she faints 

•  Takes her in kayak across the lake and says go into 
the big house, not the small 

•  Follows small woman with extraordinary clothes to 
the small house with a little girl 

•  Feels like she is dead, but woman gives her a cask 
with water and 4 strips of whale skin to throw into 
the face of the Bronze Man when he comes 



“The Woman Who Became a Spider” 

•  Bronze man flies 4 times around the house with his 
arrow, to door, and she splashes him 

•  When he faints and falls down the women take her to 
his house, the Man in the Moon 

•  Reindeer in rafters, lake with whales and seals, shoulder 
blade of whale over a hole looking down to the earth 
below 

•  Sees many people, and hunters offering ladles filled 
with water to the moon for successful hunt 

•  Homesick so women make ball of twine, lower her 
down, but she opens her eyes too late when feet touch 
the ground, and turned into mother of all spiders 



Analysis 
•  Negative father complex cripples the daughter who 

is detached from life and absorbed by inner spiritual 
process (talks with the head) 

•  Shamanic initiation into the mysteries of worlds 
above and below, with healing powers 

•  Circumpolar mythology of head people as ghosts of 
the dead living below the sea 

•  Ascent through hole into heaven and conflict 
between Spider Woman and Moon God 

•  Eliade’s Shamanism: ascent via cord and return 



Amplification 

•  Decapitation and Talking Head 
•  Nekyia and Celestial Ascent 
•  Shamanic Initiation 
•  Spider Woman Mythologies 
•  Three family groups: Earthly (Mother, Father, 

Daughter), Underworld (Mother, Father, Son), 
Upperworld (Spider Woman, Moon, Daughter) 

•  Structuralist polarities: Vertical (above and below), 
Horizontal (field and shore) 























Spider Woman 

Images of Death and Rebirth 







































“The Six Swans” 
•  King lost in woods, old woman with nodding head 

with daughter he must marry 
•  King hides the seven children in a castle in the 

forest, going back and forth using ball of thread 
given him by the old woman 

•  Queen makes magic shirts, goes to the castle, throws 
them over the boys, turned into swans 

•  King visits and finds out what happens 
•  Daughter journeys to robber’s house where the 

brothers come at sunset, telling her she must go 7 
years without speaking or smiling to redeem them 



“The Six Swans” 
•  Prince finds her in the forest, weaving shirts from 

star flowers, and takes her to his castle to marry 
•  Wicked mother-in-law takes three children after 

their birth, smears their lips with blood, and accuses 
the Queen of cannibalism 

•  Queen taken to be burnt as witch, but the 7 swans 
appear, and are transformed (one retaining a swan 
wing for his shoulder) 

•  Wicked mother burnt, children recovered 
•  King, Queen, 6 brothers (8), and 3 children (11) 



“The Seven Ravens” 
•  Man and Woman with 7 sons have daughter 
•  Father sends 7 sons to get water for baptism 
•  Pitcher falls in and turned into ravens by father 
•  Daughter grows up feeling guilty and sets forth to 

find her brothers: sun, moon, and Morning Star, who 
gives her a crooked bone to unlock the castle where 
her brothers are held captive 

•  Loses bone, cuts off her finger to open door of glass 
castle, meets dwarf, puts ring in 7th cup 

•  Recognition, reunion, and return home of all 8 





Commentary: Numbers, Goddess 
•  7/8, 3/4 in Psychology and Alchemy: wholeness, 

integration evil, inferior function 
•  7 planets = archetypal foundations every person 
•  Zuckerkandl: “Miracle of the Octave” (Eranos) 
•  Jakob Boehme: Trinity above, Four Elements below 
•  Augustine: 7 time, 8 eternity (infinity symbol laid to 

rest) 
•  King: collective principle lost in woods, ineffectual 
•  Old Woman evil form of Great Mother; nodding head 

demonic repetition in the underworld (Sisyphus, 
Tantalos, Danaides, Charon) 

•  Negative mother goddess, repressed feminine 



Commentary: Birds 
•  Raven and Swan both birds of Apollo 
•  Swan: song, death, prophecy; sacred to Apollo, 

Njödir, Wotan 
•  Swan maidens: Arthurian Romance and Celtic Isle 

of Woman (see Wagner and Joyce); Children of Lir 
•  Demonic beings have swan’s feet in folklore 
•  Raven spirit of devil, witches, nigredo in alchemy, 

melancholy and death (Poe) 
•  But light bearers in Pacific Northwest, Carlos 

Castenada: hence, double-sided embrace of the 
opposites 



Commentary: Star Shirts 
•  Humanize, express, integrate archetypes: analysis, 

individuation 
•  “Sternblume” in alchemy (Paracelsus, Dorneus): 

correspondence stars and herbs 
•  Dorneus: unus mundus, archetypal order within, behind, 

before creation, the one from which all things come 
•  Image of the world in mind of God the architect, 

blueprint of Creation (Genesis 1:1) 
•  Sophia / Ruach / Shekinah: Wisdom of God sum of all 

the archetypes 
•  Taoism (I Ching 16): germs, totality of the archetypal 

constellations behind reality (Star in Tarot) 
•  Order, arrangement, pattern, form: Hillman on eidola 



Commentary: Trees, Silence, Shoulder 

•  Shamanic initiation: celestial ascent (incubation, 
introversion, psychotic withdrawal) 

•  Tree as mother, spiritual rebirth 
•  Silence in mysticism, individuation, creative process 
•  Brother with swan’s wing instead of shoulder: 

Atman / Brahman (one wing spiritual, other 
material); Hamsa (Wild Gander in Campbell); 
Nirguna vs. Saguna Brahman) 

•  Psychologically: part of the archetypal constellation 
must remain a mystery, essentially unknowable 



Commentary: 7 Ravens 
•  Miraj Namah (Celestial Ascent): Enoch, Mithraic 

solificatio, Navajo Twins, King of Kish 
•  Sun, Moon, Venus: feeling function of the feminine 
•  Wishbone: hook for projections, ego plot, intrigue 
•  Finger: renunciation of ego, integration of the Self 
•  Glass: isolation from feeling, emotion; Arthurian 

(Merlin, Glastonbury as Isle of Glass), Alchemical 
(Michael Maier), and Fairy Tale (Snow White) 
associations; “Old Rinkrank” 

•  Dwarf: creative powers of the unconscious in the 
underworld of the Great Goddess (dactyloi) 

•  Sister reclaims creative libido trapped in the 
unconscious, symbolized by the dwarf 



•  Crows and Ravens 



Birds	at	Malta	on	Lake	Baikal	





































Aaron	Suggs	



Mythologies	of	Celes9al	Ascent	



































•  “Vasilisa the Beautiful”	





















Commentary 
•  Baba Yaga image of feminine divinity, combining 

the opposites of light and dark 
•  Her divine status signified by her three horses, Day, 

Dawn, Night 
•  Corn seeds and underworld mother-goddess, 

symbols of the souls of the dead (Demetrioi) 
•  Poppy seeds : death and transformation 
•  Seeds as germs, symbols of the archetypes 

(underworld as cornucopia) 
•  “Frau Trude” (Red, Black, Green Men): underworld 

Quaternity mirroring Divine Trinity and Devil 



Commentary 

•  Three hands and the abyss of evil into which one 
cannot penetrate with questions 

•  Skull enacts natural revenge, not ego centric 
•  Weaving of the shirts confers intimate understanding 

and subtle judgment on King 
•  Concluding quaternity: old woman, father, King, 

Vasilisa 
•  Mother, Stepmother, Baba Yaga, Old Woman: 

feminine quaternity of totality, wholeness 


